Plan to really free the world in short:
Inform EVERYONE of the upcoming WORLDWIDE WORK AND PAYMENT
STRIKE !
Organize and prepare, stock up food, grow food wherever you can,
individually and collectif, provide independent water sources.
READ below where WE AS HUMANITY CAN GO once the evil power of
money has been broken, CREATE it already in your mind and in your daily
Life !
Once we are enough worldwide, the sign will be clear, coming from a human
or from the Divine, we start the TOTAL AND GENERAL STRIKE,
WORLDWIDE, FOR AS LONG AS IT TAKES for the power of money to
crumble totally.

Already envisioning the world as it can be without living in the
money trap will make all their money worthless so that they
lose their power ! Worldwide General Strike = no more
working, no more buying from them, no more taxes, bills to
multinationals, no fines, bank loans, mortgages and so on !
This can only be done collectif, don’t try it on your own !
UNTIL IT IS DONE !
General
Everyone has the right to inhabit and cultivate a piece of the earth during life, creating a
maximum of autonomy. This is a primal right of every living being and not something that has
to be paid for.
Cooperation instead of competition at all levels is the key, so that everyone has a good life.
Global problems require a global solution.
Modern technology can still be produced in the factories that now belong to the
multinationals/top 1%. In OUR new world all production should be very sustainable and
ecological.
The factories will belong to everyone and no one, only the additional well-being that can be
created through them counts, and this for everyone, which will obviously take some time.

The intention is absolutely that everyone on the entire planet should be well off. We can use
the robots the elite already have in place to replace almost all human labour, since they are
more profitable. Let's let them do the work to a great extent and for everyone's benefit
instead of profit/money of the current owners.
By turning the factories into ecological and really sustainable production facilities, everyone
will in time have replaced or acquired everything with the sustainable necessities, from then
on, the factories hardly need to run since the demand will almost completely collapse. So the
supply of raw materials, energy consumption, transport, pollution, emissions, etc. will drop
automatically too.
Consequently, the same happens with all suppliers. Which is not a problem, when producing
is no longer a matter of making money.
Given that everyone can live for free somewhere and collectively and/or individually provide
for primary needs, necessities from the fully automated factories and energy, internet and
waterplants are free, no one needs money. Who takes on which task within the big picture
will be decided free and naturally, based on the need for it, the passion for it and the desire
to do it.
Few things give so much satisfaction as doing what you love and feel like doing and by
doing so serving your community and, by extension, the entire world, if it concerns for
example an idea, knowledge, insight or technique.
Everyone can also exchange things, it's just a matter of agreeing together, literally everything
is allowed and nothing is required. The only thing no one is allowed to do is to inflict any
harm or any damage. Thus respect Natural Law.
If harm is done anyway, the person will have to deal with the second part of the law, being
the "take no shit" principle. This must, of course, be in proportion to the offense. Everyone
must know that there are consequences for violation of the Natural Law, that no one will take
shit from another and will always react as appropriately as possible according to the own
best insigth, in any situation that arises.
All people will have plenty of time for things like self-development, to provide for themselves
all that can be done locally. That could be a vegetable garden, individually or collectively,
offering training or services, e.g. a B&B, creating a distribution point for goods, whether from
factories or not, where anyone can bring and/or pick up goods. Or open a catering business
because you love the many social contacts. Or organize festivals, or whatever someone
wants and can get done.
The idea is that everyone always has TRULY enough / an ABSOLUTE maximum of time to
develop the inner self, enjoy life, family, clan, travel etc. - all that life on earth is really meant
for.
Private goods that people now own will of course remain their own, just as durable free
goods that will gradually replace them will be theirs. Everyone also keeps their own house
and land, can exchange them if desired or move into another one and thus make their
former place available. People who now for example have several properties, obtained

through hard work, e.g. to give a house to each of their children, or have a second home can
also keep it, it is absolutely not the intention to take something away from ordinary, honest
people, we want everyone to step into Our Wonderful New World with a good conscience
and do things from the heart, that is not possible when you force them to give up their
hard-earned property, whatever that may be.
Large investors and investment companies that own property as a profit model will be
stripped of this property; it will be put at the service of the collective. A system to ensure this
in a fair manner is already in place, and of course, as with everything, it can always be
adapted if it appears to be lacking at some point.
Existing utilities and fuels will of course also be free, and gradually be replaced by real green
energy, think for example cars on air instead of fossil fuel and other existing technology
which had been kept from us now for profit reasons.

Production
Think e.g. of building blocks, car bodies, fabrics, shoes, etc. from hemp, the seeds which
also make excellent animal feed or can be pressed into oil. All those who cultivate it, on a
large or small scale, keep the part of the plant they cultivate for and give the rest to those
who process it. So the chicken farmer will only be interested in the seed and the fabric
weaver or the brick maker only in the fiber.
The factory can work fully automated, using the current generation of robots developed by
the elite. Sustainability, the absence of commercials which pushes people to buy all the time,
no longer having to fill up the emotional gap provoked by a life as moneyslave with the short
and superficial joy of a new purchase will replace artificially created need for actual need.
The limited human labor that will still be required can be done by those who find a passion to
make, develop or provide just that. Factories can also be shared with people from other
regions, it suffices to make an online planning accessible to everyone, where everyone
reserves the still available periods/days and to make sure that everyone knows how to
operate them, with today's technological automation this cannot be a problem. Everyone will
automatically take care of it, since everyone benefits from the good functioning of the
production facilities, everyone needs things from them now and then. Happy people don’t
destroy out of social frustration and won’t want to be known as the one who deliberately
messed up for everyone.
These are things that people can all agree on themselves, which is the most convenient for
everyone and whether for example a region needs its own production site of anything, given
that the things produced will be very durable and also re-used where possible, at a certain
point they will almost only need to be produced for demographic growth.
Only food and beverages must be produced constantly. Handicrafts, arts and crafts and so
on can be exchanged according to one's own needs and views.
Fruit, nut trees and bushes can also be planted everywhere in streets, flower beds etc., so
that there is always seasonal fruit for every passer-by, every bird and other animal to pick,

they too need some help to recover from the pain that is inflicted on the entire planet in the
name of profit.
Create as much abundance as possible of all good things everywhere!
All knowledge, new technology or ways of doing things better within these basic principles
can be made available to everyone through an online platform, open and transparent, so that
everyone can benefit from making everything as good as possible for everyone everywhere.
Like everything else, this is non-binding.
The high-tech devices that these factories produce such as robots, means of transport,
electronics, electro must also be transformed as much as possible into sustainable and
ecological products, all this always with a minimum of human and purely voluntary labor.
Brands are logically a thing of the past, since they exist only in the function of commercial
and therefore competition-based trade. At best, they can still be an indication of a certain
type of product.
In order to avoid the tendency that will undoubtedly arise in some people to be the first to
appropriate existing and very exclusive goods from the free factories, which would lead to
great discord, I propose to raffle off all real luxury goods that have already been produced
among those who want them, everyone may choose one item for which they want a chance,
if there are any left over, the procedure repeats. In this way, everyone has an equal chance
of getting everything and no one has to be angry with anyone else who has not yet mastered
greed or avarice. Or they can also be kept so that people can choose an item as an extra
reward for something,like for a special merit, for which people can be nominated online and
then others can vote for them if they agree with their nomination. Everything is possible, it
just depends on what we really choose together democratically.
The factories that produce pure luxury goods will not be restarted until there has been a
thorough joint reflection on what we want to do with them. Important is that everyone has
first and foremost everything that is needed, such as food and drinks, washing machines,
basic kitchen appliances such as refrigerators, cooking stoves, sanitary supplies, building
materials, basic furniture and the transport of these goods, distributed according to need.
Someone with e.g. a working refrigerator, doesn’t immediately need a new one, especially
since it will take some time to produce everything in a truly sustainable way, it is wise to
provide non-durable products only where there is an real need, and to wait with a new
“purchase” until ecological and sustainable production can start-off.

Law enforcement
Many of today's generation of law enforcement officers have committed crimes against
humanity at the behest of the (local) perpetrators, some even with joy. Needless to say, they
should be immediately removed from their posts and stripped of their weapons. If they
commit from now on to respect Natural Law, they can be released until they have to explain
their former actions. When their duties have played an important role in making possible the
things that were to lead to The Great Reset, they should be imprisoned awaiting trial.

Those who have remained in office and didn’t commit crimes and honest police and military
personnel who have resigned due to dissatisfaction with the current situation are asked to
first and foremost arrest all known perpetrators and to maintain public order during the
transition period, i.e. to apply Natural Law. (Everyone is completely free as long as they do
not harm anyone, including collectively or other people's property. It’s to be expected that not
all people are immediatly in a natural state of respecting natural law.)
During the transition period, all perpetrators must be apprehended and locked up
according to their importance, their share and their responsibility for the crimes
committed against humanity, top down.
The perpetrators must be locked up in existing prisons, where places can surely be freed up
if we release everyone who hasn’t committed a violent crime. In addition, the perpetrators
have built large additional prisons and concentration camps all over the world, which are
now called quarantine camps, or FEMA camps, which can now be used for themselves. And
if that is not enough, old fortresses can be used. The prisoners will be given raw basic food
and access to cooking facilities, so that they can cook their own food and maintain their
"home", with surveillance only from the outside and further on with cameras. It's up to us, all
together, to debate on how we see prisons in Our Wonderful New World but we have to go
with what we have to start with.
It is also to be expected that there will be people heavily in shock who will exhibit confused
behavior; if harmless, offer help, otherwise lock them up separately for criminals so that an
appropriate solution can be sought to help them. There will also be people who are not yet
able to respect Natural Law, it will take some time before the whole of humanity is ready for
and used to it. Everyone has the right to defend themselves on every level, with all means
necessary, all in a natural human relation to each other. So from now on, we will largely be
maintaining order ourselves.
The poles, lighting and buildings equipped with particularly harmful and
life-threatening technology such as what I will call here 4+1G should be dismantled as
soon as possible.
Transport - some ideas already
Of course, there will also be cars, no longer to get stuck in traffic jams every day, for since
the concept of labour is free according to need, personal judgment and own evaluation of the
necessity for it. Of course it must be possible to move around if you want to, to transport
things etc., (as far as that will not be possible with the driverless trucks for example). Those
who for whatever reason often want or have to be on the road will want their own means of
transport.
And those who think that they use a car (or anything else) too little to have one permanently
in use themselves, they will be happy to share one with neighbors, the neighborhood, etc..
People must decide for themselves whether they need one of something themselves or
whether a share is enough to cover their needs.
Common means of transport, including aviation, can also be retained and developed
according to opportunity and need. Those with the skills and the desire to operate them can

commit themselves to doing so at the times they see fit, by registering on the online platform,
so that passengers can also see where and when which means of transport is available and
reserve a seat. If one is not available, they can let it be known when they would like to go
where, and if enough people join in, it can be put into action, pilots do like to spend lots of
time in the sky anyway. Airplanes can also fly quasi automatic, but it is obvious half empty
flights are a crazy thing to do, so either adjust the size of the plane to the number of
passengers for a flight or wait for a flight to take place until it has enough passengers. There
will be enough pilots once the training for it is free and there are no more business flights.
Pilots will train each other up and have to provide only a fit to fly certificate and aviation
permit that proves their skills.
Industrial food and beverages, cleaning and care products
Everything must be non-toxic and ecological, both in production and in use. No harmful
additives or basic raw materials are allowed, crops may no longer be grown with artificial
fertilizers and glyphosate, only bio.
Medical sector
In the same way, the medical sector can and should be reconsidered, no longer as a link in a
business model of making people ill through poison in food, drink, medication, cleaning and
care products, glyphosate, chemtrails, harmful radiation and so on, in order to sell them even
more pills.
Under Natural Law the causes of many diseases will be removed, so that we can go back to
nature for healing as much as possible, because Mother Nature has provided for each
disease several healing plants, which is by the way just traditional medicine and botany, not
what they have made people consider normal the last 150 years! Undoubtedly there will also
be people who will apply and pass on this knowledge, just as surgery must remain a
possibility if necessary, that too is an art that can be performed by those with the passion
and knowledge for it and who will thus contribute to the greater whole. This labour can either
be exchanged, surgeons, assistants and caretakers for instance also need food and other
stuff, and probably preferably not all from industrial production, so one can agree on e.g. a
weekly pie, soup, etc. for so long, help with chores or construction, clothing, pets, animal
care, art, etc., or just be filled in for free, because the need for it is there and that is what
they can and like to do to contribute to their community. Everyone's free to make any
arrangement !
What we know today as medicine may continue to be produced if the necessity, efficacy and
non-harmfulness of it can be independently demonstrated, if not, an alternative must be
found that does meet the highest ethical standard.
Given that the constant poisoning of people has stopped, after a while people will naturally
be much less sick and will only need emergency medical care. See also further under Care.
Education
In the old world, schools turned out to be indoctrination-institutions and disguised
kindergartens where also every free thought and self-being was suppressed.

In OUR Wonderful New World it can be agreed by DD (direct democracy) what should be
basic knowledge in addition to reading, writing and math, everyone can make proposals and
argue why something should be part of the general basic knowledge.
In agreement with the parents, it will be determined who will participate in which lessons until
the children are big enough to make these decisions themselves. Class schedules can be
drawn up and consulted online, e.g. from that to that date/time in that place classes or
workshops etc. will take place on that subject. If the number of places are limited, one can
ask for a reservation. Lessons can but don’t have to be given in the current school buildings,
they don’t have to be 4 or 5 days a week either. The offer comes from anyone who feels
called to pass on certain knowledge. Professionals in all kinds of fields will also be happy to
share their knowledge, as they are always fascinated by their subject and happy to pass it
on so that the knowledge does not die with them one day.
The basic and general knowledge can be given by those who now work in education out of a
passion for teaching, not all of them work in education just because it offers job security and
lots of paid holidays. It will simply be their natural contribution to Our Wonderful New World.
They can also take turns surely there are many parents who would be happy to do this for a
few hours or days a week.
Parents who master a craft can invite people of the ages they deem suitable to come and
learn it with them while they do it.
Taking lessons, learning, should never be compulsory or forbidden for anyone.
What really should be common knowledge should be agreed upon by open debate followed
by direct democracy, I already propose to teach people the real nature of things, e.g. about
what Love and truth are, but also what evil is in all the forms and appearances, and what to
do when confronted with it.
Because it always starts with something small and who gets away with it learns that it can be
repeated, who however is immediately whistled back, learns it soon of its own accord, a child
that experiments with lying learns very early that that is not a such good idea when the lie is
written on its face and consequently it gets a double problem, namely "punishment" for the
doing and "punishment" for lying. Moreover, being busted creates shame, after a few times
the child will learn that lying is really a stupid idea, you can better be honest if you have done
something wrong, that indicates insight and is appreciated.
For adults it’s the same.
Distribution of real estate
Anyone who has a home and wants to change it can if wanted make this known on a public
platform and, if desired, exchange it with someone else. By definition, anyone who moves
into another empty home will free up the current one for someone else. Houses that are (or
will become) empty should always be made available to people in the area first, so that
everyone can easily continue to live close to family if they wish. If there are several
candidates for a house, it will be drawn by lot. Needless to say, this only works well if
everyone leaves every home or building etc. tidy for the next one. Don't do anything to
someone else that you wouldn't want to be done to yourself.

Office buildings can now also become homes, all real estate of the multinationals (excl *)
that lose their current function anyway get any new function, as it suits, but with housing as a
priority since that’s a primary need. Public buildings remain public, but then in the real sense,
buildings for collective or individual large and temporary projects.
For the time being, it is better not to cut on any new land, so to preserve nature as much as
possible until we have been able to take stock of everything, to see what is necessary and
what is possible. This with the exception of farmland, because all food must be grown as
locally as possible (grow independent food must be done already now, so that the elite that
also almost completely controls global food production loses power there too, starvation of
the enemy is also an old war-trick ).
(*) The houses, art objects, etc. that are in the possession of the perpetrators belong to the
world community, they are collective heritage that must serve to teach and demonstrate
everything about what happened to all future generations. So these must not be
appropriated or damaged by anyone, except when necessary to gain access to catch the
elitecriminals of course. They will become museums from which we, as humanity, have
important lessons to learn.
Legal
Every suspect of a violation of Natural Law that is serious enough (**) to make punishment
or removal of free society necessary, has the right to a correct and transparent process, this
can be done through AI by entering all the parameters, so that punishments or decisions will
always be objective. Per DD (direct democracy) the peoples themselves determine what
punishment they find appropriate for what crime, I am thinking of what in my opinion are
capital sins (**), namely paedophilia, murder, rape, theft, violence, deceit, like the deliberate
creation of false perception frameworks by means of trickery and lies, that sort of things. If a
convict believes that he has not been properly convicted by AI, he can apply for a human
judgment.
After the judgment, perhaps ask each offender what punishment they think is appropriate for
their crimes. It would be learnfull to hear their answer.
It can be included in the choices within which, through DD (Direct Democracy), their
punishment will be determined democratically by each of us. Maybe we should also rethink
the prison concept, like giving them a huge place of their own, all together, where they can
live freely and independently within the borders of that complex. It would bring light in dark
souls where prison cells don’t. It’s all open for debate !
I understand that there are people who are or will be outraged once they fully realize the
extent of the crimes perpetrated by the criminal globalists, and that some will want to take
violent revenge. But this is not a good idea, for the following reasons:
- The best way to protect all future generations from people who plan such things over
generations, is to learn as much as we can so that any insight can be passed on.

- It is also extremely important that we, good people, consider every step of this whole
process that we are going through collectively carefully and always choose the best possible
outcome, also in the long run. That sets the tone for OUR beautiful, free New World!
- Karma really exists, both within one life and within several lives, through reincarnation,
because EVERYTHING is created from energy, pure energy, and everything has
consciousness and a soul, that is what is immortal, the elite knows this, that is why they
have made us believe through secularization and indoctrination that this is bogus, one of the
many, many lies throughout time. So if we want these very dark souls not to be able to
reincarnate in that awful capacity and then do evil all their lives again, we have to try to make
their souls evolve towards the light as much as possible before they leave their bodies. That
will be quite an exercise but no try, no gain. We can only do our utmost on every level to help
save all future generations from misery. And for our own individual and collective karma, it’s
also always better to do the best we can of course.
If the only universal law is Natural Law, then everyone must always measure their own
actions and those of others against it, whatever does not violate it is allowed. What the
punishments for offenses should be, people, natural regions etc. must decide for themselves
together, debate about it, followed by a decision by means of direct democracy (DD). People
of all countries can also choose to make certain punishments for certain crimes universal.
The preference should always be to make people see and truly regret the error they made
rather than just punish them.
Personally, I would also keep the traffic rules as we know them internationally for the sake of
convenience and safety, but not in an exaggerated way as nowadays in lot’s of countries,
just the main stuff.
Cattle breeding and fishing
Eating fish and meat is not wrong. People are omnivores, and some have a greater need for
animal protein than others. The one eating the other keeps it all in balance, it’s foreseen that
way, and any physical death is a step in that soul’s evolution.
What is wrong however, is industrial livestock farming, keeping animals stuffed up in cages
or hallways, with only artificial light and artificial food, such as fishmeal for pigs, while a pig
would not normally catch fish, so it is not on the natural menu. Newborns being removed
from their mothers…
And then there are the cattle transports and the passage to the slaughterhouse... It must be
an absolute horror. Being transported to an "animal Auschwitz" and listening to the fear and
death cries of your fellow animals while you wait for your turn...
Or scampi and other seafood, salmon and other fish, which are bred in ponds far too many
together, making them sick, and against which they are preventively given masses of
antibiotics and other harmful chemicals. Also very healthy for the consumer. NOT !
This is all very wrong.

Every life deserves respect. Every animal deserves the life you would like to have if you
were that animal. Even if you eat it one day, every day that it lives, until the very last
moment, that animal has a right to wellbeing, just like humans!
Animals have also been stripped of their totality for a long time, they too are earning models,
things that have to make as much money as possible. That is why they have made a food
map with meat, eggs, milk, etc. on it, so that everyone would believe that a balanced diet
means meat every day and furthermore they have cut the animals into pieces and packaged
them, with heaps of it to be found in the meat department everywhere, so that people forget
that they are eating an animal. After all, they only see a piece of meat that they buy and
prepare.
When people start to see meat as a part of animals again, they will eat less of it. And
animals that have had a good life, good nutrition, no stress, etc., are also much more
nutritious, so you need less of them. Ideally, all animals should be bred on a small scale,
with respect for their natural environment and other needs, and that they live a blissful life
until the day they are slaughtered. Close to home, collectively and/or individually organized,
but always somewhere they feel comfortable. Without stress!
Then meat no longer needs to be packaged in plastic, just as fruit and vegetables don’t need
to be, because a pig, for example, is immediately divided and frozen at home.
Sailing fish factories are also a problem. These are gigantic ships that catch tuna and other
types of fish in huge quantities (and with their techniques also cause a lot of bycatch and
towing damage on the seabed) and where the catch is immediately processed and canned.
The parts not fit for human consumption are processed into animal feed.
If there is no longer an industrial herd, then less or no fishmeal is needed to feed that herd.
And if the factories have to produce much less and only do it ecologically, the rivers and
seas will soon contain lots of fish again and eels without PCBs. And then there will be fish
everywhere locally and there will be no need to overexploit nature faster than it can recover,
or to use unhealthy farming methods.
And then normal-sized fishing boats that don’t cause any damage would suffice.
Wouldn't that be better?

Public Works and Utilities Maintenance
Road repairs are always needed, so who is going to do that in the free system? In African
countries, it is often those who use a road regularly who repair it when it breaks down
somewhere. Think of filling pits with earth and stone rubble. Eventually, of course, that is no
longer enough. Companies that have the equipment to renew a road will, if they now belong
to multinationals, become collective property, the people who know how to do it will no
longer have to work for money like everyone else, so who will do it?
There are several options that immediately come to mind:
Start passing on the knowledge immediately to those who want to learn it to contribute in the
way they choose to Our Wonderful New World. Normally, people who literally have all the
time in the world like to make themselves useful for the collective, because of the good

feeling that gives, the many volunteers in all sectors clearly demonstrate that. Everyone can
learn to do whatever they like from those who already know how to do it and who probably
don't mind sharing this knowledge so that they are less and less called upon when
something is needed. Many hands make the work light.
A region or country can also choose to produce an exclusive luxury product from a
redundant factory for those who maintain the roads, e.g. Ferrari instead of the ordinary cars
that everyone has or something like that. Or asking people what they would like in exchange
for a certain large job. Something that is not standardly available. Organizing it to be
produced is always possible. Always be creatif !
Or by means of direct democracy (DD), agreeing on a rotation of teams within a
neighborhood or region, so that everything that is needed is always done if everyone helps
out, say, two days a year ?
There are always several possibilities, people have to find out how they prefer to organize
themselves, starting at their own doorstep, in their own street, neighborhood, village, region,
etc. Giving responsibility to the people ensures that they also take it up, do what they feel
they have to do, for one it’s this, for another something else, and nothing gives a better
feeling than doing something you can do and like to do for others, especially when those
others are all people who do that too, each in their own way. That is what life in a community
is about and what makes a society.
Just like the old normal, but not for money, just for the good feeling it gives.

Waste processing
Who will collect the waste? Recycle it?
Here too, first look for maximum automation and people who volunteer for the task. Possibly
supplemented by turntables?
Sorting streets where everything goes underground immediately to the production facility
who’s recycling it? Container parks where what is waste for some and a production raw
material for others is sorted by type and collected by those who need it?
Since there will be much less industrial production and no more superfluous packaging,
there will be less and less waste.

Tourism
Getting somewhere else will not be the problem (see community transport).
Staying in a hotel is unlikely, as few will feel called to "serve" others, for the concept implies
that one is temporarily a servant of the other while ALL people are equal and NONE are
more equal than others.
I rather see people who like to receive guests making a space available for this purpose and
making this known on a regional, national or global platform. In this way, everyone can stay
somewhere for a prearranged time, cook their own meal or eat with whoever invites them.
The food itself is obtained free of charge from the local distribution point or exchanged for

things from their culture, as agreed. If one does this everywhere, all the people of the world
can eat and sleep everywhere during their discovery on this beautiful planet and her
inhabitants. Hospitality instead of trade, when everybody has a good life everywhere, people
won't have the urge to migrate any longer.
People who see each other as friends from all over the world, as autonomous peoples that
are part of a completely voluntary contribution system that is only meant to let each other live
as good and complete life as possible, they grant each other everything, giving is for most
people more satisfying than receiving, especially when there is balance and everything
happens from the heart.
Since there will be no more profit and power hungry warring elite, there will be peace
everywhere, even though this process needs to happen in all heads first, so everywhere real
reconstruction can be started through cooperation. No more displaced persons, economic
and war refugees, no more dislocated societies and hopefully soon also no more weapons of
war anywhere. Also religious wars will come to an end, because there is really no need for
that, as will be explained in time. Mutual respect is key, just as in non-religious matters.
World Trade
Industrial production can take place everywhere, including locally, but there will also be
things that are particularly complex to produce and that can only be done in one or a few
places in the world because they require very specific facilities. On an international scale,
too, one can exchange goodwill, depending on who needs what.
Many crops can grow anywhere, bananas, figs etc. also grow in colder regions in
summertimes and when real green technology is used it should be possible to build large
greenhouses everywhere where needed to grow more tropical crops locally.
In addition, one can exchange, in whatever form one wants, either by proposing a very
concrete exchange, or by providing each other with everything needed when needed, on the
basis of goodwill and general cooperation.
An example:
In very many places in the world there is no sewerage or sanitation, no or hardly any utilities,
etc. When people from other places in the world with experience in setting up production
facilities help to set this up, provide materials etc. and the local volunteers, who have already
signed up online for example, learn how to do it, operate machines etc., how to bring sewers
etc. everywhere, build a water purification plant, that kind of things and after a while all these
people can pass it on to others, then large areas already get the basic necessities, from
where the next things can be done in order of necessity. Take for example the African
countryside, villages, secondary towns, now poor districts in capital cities, etc.
Then you can agree to have a certain amount of tropical fruits, coconuts and pineapples or
anything else from there sent to certain places for a certain period of time, which can be
years. Or you can agree that from time to time or always, they will send their surplus
production or part of it, since most plantations also operate on an industrial scale. In that
way, everyone everywhere gets everything, because everyone helps each other voluntarily
to have it good everywhere and to provide what is needed, according to what they say they
need or can provide.

Helping each other out creates a completely different dynamic than leaving each other to
their fate because there is supposedly no money. In many now so-called poor countries,
there are very many valuable resources, even when value is no longer something expressed
in money, but because of the need for it to be able to do or make something specific. Things
that are now being stolen from the population by the globalists/1% through their corporations
and corrupt politicians in order to accumulate financial wealth and power. It is likely that the
people from such regions will gladly and much rather share those same things that don’t give
themselves anything today (or at best earn a pittance with) with those who have helped them
to get it easy and good in a way that is also very kind to Mother Earth.
Hospitality Industry
Inns, where one could spend the night or not, have always existed, in all kinds of forms. The
currently industrially produced drinks which turn out to contain toxic substances must be
removed or the substances must be replaced by non-toxic alternatives, the rest can simply
continue to be produced and distributed as is the case now, to distribution points where
anyone can collect their order. Whoever wants to run an inn does so, finds/creates a location
for it and offers what he/she has to offer, when and how he/she wants. That too is a social
added value to the whole. Even someone who has no catering experience can do this by, for
example, placing a few tables and chairs on the pavement in front of the house (leaving
enough room for wheelchair users, of course) and offering/putting down whatever they have
to share at that moment. Everything is possible, nothing is required.
The same goes for prepared food and lodging and so on.
Care / Healthcare
Since people in Our Wonderful New World are no longer constantly poisoned with all kinds
of things, there will be fewer and fewer sick people, but emergency care will always be
necessary, for everyone breaks something, gets cuts or burns at some time or other. In the
Western world all medical knowledge is fragmented, i.e. many people who know a lot only
about their medical part, which creates a whole industry and waiting lists to get to the right
specialists. This can be done differently! Emergency surgical care will always be needed, but
it has to be done locally, by people who have been trained to perform fractures, cuts, burns
and other non-internal surgery. Like the GP used to do before they became bigpharma
salespersons.
Internal operations are different, but there are enough surgeons of all kinds who will also
want to use and pass on their skills as being their contribution to Our Wonderful New World,
and who themselves can arrive at the best model for their sector if they are no longer
restricted by all kinds of institutional rules that must serve mainly to maintain a certain
revenue model. If you want people to develop initiatives, you have to allow them the freedom
to do so and see what they come up with.
There will undoubtedly be people who will take care of nursing, including the same people
who are now working their asses off for crap wages, because that the profession of their
choice is also their calling. They will be happy to do it voluntarily and mutually regulated as
their contribution to Our Wonderful New World, just as cooperatives of home care nurses are
already doing today.

Elder Care
Taking into account human nature and the fact that everyone in Our Wonderful New World
decides for themselves how to spend their time, we can expect that family and neighbors will
help the elderly to live independently in their own home for as long as possible, by paying
regular visits, bringing food,.... In our New Wonderful World, you can ask neighbors or fellow
villagers, whether or not via the online village platform, to help you build a room if necessary
for children to be able to accommodate their elders . Where there is a will, there is a way.
Just organize it.
Another option is a form of small and local homes for the elderly, large enough houses,
where they live with a few instead of each in loneliness and the family members and other
volunteers such as local residents in turn take care of everything, spend the day or night,
come for a chat, play a card, let the dog say hello etc. etc. Like organizing joint childcare in a
natural, organic community, but for the elderly. This is already happening with volunteers,
e.g. for lonely people, people with early dementia, palliatives, etc.
You may think that this gives too much uncertainty but if we start centralizing things, the local
connection falls away, nobody needs to care about anything anymore or take responsibility
themselves, because the state regulates everything. And that is only possible if we
collectively contribute to that state, which would mean that we would have to work again to
be able to meet the contribution/taxes, which in turn would mean that we would have to spin
around again like a hamster in a treadmill and that those who then form "the state" would
again make uniform decisions for all the others, centrally, we do it this way. We have decided
so. And we can all see now what that has led to in the end. That really must be avoided at all
costs.
We want real freedom, and real well-being, for everyone. So we will have to be creative
in our solutions, which we will come up with to the best of our ability as free people. Just as I
have already come up with some as an example.
Everything has a ripple effect and is both cause and effect. If we take away the root causes,
the consequences will fall away too, and something else will take their place. And that will be
something good as our hearts will be full of the feeling of real freedom, of hope for ourselves
and our children and grandchildren for the first time ever. Confidence in the future if we really
do the best we can on each level.
I hope I have made the picture of what Our Wonderful New World can look like clear enough
for everyone to see. Below I will gradually add to it with thoughts, a page link with reactions,
thoughts of others and the answers to these will also be added when possible.
Make the image of Our Wonderful New World your own and spread it further, the sooner the
great masses worldwide will really see it, as well as the way towards it, so neutralizing and
making money superfluous, and we can set a date to pull the plug, the sooner we will all be
truly free! I trust we will find out through digital buzz when just about everyone or enough
people are ready.

The alternative is the Great Reset of the globalist elite, of which everyone has had a
foretaste in the last two years and which, according to what is written in Klaus Schwab's
books on "The Great Reset", would only get much worse, for us and for all generations after
us.
The next generations would never even know the concept of freedom.
So, dear fellow human beings on this beautiful planet, which reset do you choose? Ours, or
that of the elitist money globalists? Back to the old normal is out of the question, if we don't
do OUR reset we will go to hell on earth, (that would be life under Klaus Schwab and Co.
and their desired totalitarian world government for me in any case), or we will go together for
the earthly paradise, because that is also possible!
Whoever chooses for the earthly paradise has to realize that it is only possible if there are
many of us who choose for it, and for that many people have to see the alternative first and
that requires a lot of work from each of us, to bring it to all corners of the world. That is really
the ONLY way to make this happen, and by making sure everyone sees the picture!
WE CAN DO THIS !

